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UranusPluto2020 Revised Working Title: Form and Substance: Understanding Conceptual 
and Design Differences Among Racial Equity Proposals and a Bold Application 
 
Revised Abstract: 
 
The demand for racial equity has acquired greater intensity and urgency in recent years. 
Advocacy groups are demanding policies designed to address racial inequality in housing, the 
criminal justice system, and health care systems, among other arenas. These proposals differ in 
critical ways that are both substantive or form-based. In some cases, proposals argue for race-
specific or race-targeted interventions; in others, they call for universalistic or economic/class-
based interventions. Many of the proposals being floated or attempted are new programs or 
initiatives, while others are better understood as reforms or adjustments to existing programs. At 
the same time, many demands relate not to specific policy changes or new programs or 
policies, but are rather process based interventions, such as directives to  collective data, 
establishing benchmarks, and evaluating progress; or stakeholder processes designed to widen 
potential sources of input for institutions and among administrative officials.  
 
While taking stock of the shape and form of various racial equity proposals, this article argues 
for the need to ground such interventions in a clearer and more nuanced understanding of the 
goal and definition of racial equity and to evaluate proposals based on goals.   Many of the 
differences in form can be traced to a lack of clarity in goals or objectives, with the implications 
for each in terms of public support, implementation challenges, and more. 
 
The paper ends with a bold new application to promote racial equity by suggesting a new design 
that would empower people, increasing participation and removing domination.  The application 
would be open to general use and could have special importance for racial equity and 
belonging.  As a new design, we call for experimentation that limit harm.   
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I. Introduction 

 
Racial equity has become more than a buzzword confined to advocacy organizations and 
scholarly treatises; it has become a policy objective of the federal government,1 state and local 
governments,2 and part of the mission of many corporations and other major institutions, from 
hospitals and museums to medical associations and other voluntary organizations.3 The 
frequent invocation of this term obscures considerable ambiguity and complexity in its precise 
meaning and operationalization.  
 
Simply declaring racial equity as a goal or objective does little to resolve significant differences 
of opinion or assumptions about precisely what that means in theory or practice and how best to 
realize that objective. This article interrogates this problem in two broad ways.  
 
First, it examines the conceptual differences which underpin varying understandings of this 
term. This examination includes a review of various problems and strategic pitfalls that arise 
from the pursuit of racial equity, either narrowly understood or reconceptualized more broadly. 
In doing so, this article argues for a definition of racial equity or a commitment to goals and 
objectives that move beyond the narrow definition of racial equity to T/U and belonging.  
 
Second, this article examines significant differences in the policy form or typology among racial 
equity interventions that have either been proposed or already adopted. It illustrates these 
differences by reviewing several examples of each type running along three basic form-based 
cleavages: race-targeted versus universalistic, reforms versus new initiatives, and process-
based policy recommendations versus substantive policy changes. In the process, this article 
will suggest that many differences among policy forms are based on different assumptions, 
beliefs, strategic considerations and contextual settings in which they arise.  
 
These differences in both concepts and policy reflect many disagreements among advocates 
and policymakers alike. These disagreements exist at different levels and for many different 
reasons. This article aspires to break new ground in scholarship by juxtaposing these 
differences to illuminate nuances that are obscured by simplistic narratives and strident 
advocacy for one approach over another. Ultimately, this article argues in favor of a nuanced, 
all-of-the-above approach, and calls to resist one-sided or narrow approaches to racial equity 
policy design and implementation. In different contexts or settings, one approach may be 
preferable and in another, a different approach. Still there must be a way of articulating and 
measuring their effectiveness and having some clarity of what one is trying to achieve. 
 

 
1 Exec. Order No. 13,985, 86 C.F.R. § 7009 (2021). 
2 Res. 20-10, August 4, 2020 Meeting, Health Comm’n., City and Cty. of S.F. (2020), 
https://www.sfdph.org/dph/hc/HCAgen/HCAgen2020/August%204/08042020F.pdf. (declaring racism a 
public health crisis); Mich. Exec. Order No. 2020-55 (Apr. 20, 2020), 
https://www.legislature.mi.gov/documents/2019-2020/executiveorder/pdf/2020-EO-55.pdf. (declaring 
racial disparities a significant issue within COVID-19 pandemic responses). 
3 Diversity, Inclusion, Equity & Belonging, PAYPAL, https://about.pypl.com/how-we-work/diversity-and-
inclusion/default.aspx. (last visited Jan. 26, 2022); We’re committed to Powering an Inclusive Future for 
All, CISCO, https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/social-justice.html. (last visited Jan. 26, 2022). 

https://www.sfdph.org/dph/hc/HCAgen/HCAgen2020/August%204/08042020F.pdf
https://www.legislature.mi.gov/documents/2019-2020/executiveorder/pdf/2020-EO-55.pdf
https://about.pypl.com/how-we-work/diversity-and-inclusion/default.aspx
https://about.pypl.com/how-we-work/diversity-and-inclusion/default.aspx
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/social-justice.html
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Part II of this article grapples with the definition of racial equity and the conceptual 
underpinnings. It examines the evolution of equality in law to equity in policy and law. In the 
process, it examines certain problems that arise in the context of equity debates and proposes 
an alternative way to realize the aspirations behind a deeper understanding of equity. 
 
Part III of this article examines three key cleavages that appear within the racial equity policy 
literature, comparing and contrasting approaches across each approach.  
 
Part IV suggests that some of the difficulty is in the design of how we make decisions.  What is 
offered in this section is a different way of making decisions that address some of the power and 
participation issues that remain embedded in more traditional ways of making decisions.  This 
section calls for a way of experimenting with a very different model while holding the 
experimenter harmless.   
 

II. Defining Racial Equity 
 

A. Conceptual Underpinnings 
 

The concept of equity is rooted on a simple yet profound observation: treating people exactly 
the same can sometimes be unfair. This is both highly intuitive in some contexts and yet also 
non-intuitive in other contexts. Few people would consider it unreasonable to provide particular 
or targeted accommodations for, say, pregnant women or  the elderly. Only slightly more 
controversial would be special accommodations for people with disabilities or for religious 
observance. At a deeper level we should not think of these as special accommodations because 
all structures and arrangements are design to accommodate someone.  It only appears as 
special when the group benefiting in not the norm or majority.  Similarly, most modern, affluent 
nations have only a few qualms about requiring the extremely wealthy to pay more in taxes - not 
only in absolute terms, but also higher rates - than the very poor.4  
 
Yet, the concept of equality and equal protection of law is based upon the assumption that the 
primary form of inequality in law arises when law is applied unequally to different people or 
groups. Consider one of the earliest codified legal texts, the Code of Hammurabi.5 That code 
divides society into two genders and three classes, superiors, commoners, and slaves or 
servants, and ascribes different punishments depending upon the identity of a perpetrator of a 
crime or the victim.6   
 
Consider, for example, how the penalties for assault and battery depend upon the perpetrator. 
Section 203-205 states that if a superior person strikes another superior person, they have to 
pay nearly a pound of silver. If a common person strikes another commoner, they have to pay 
ten shekels of silver. But if a slave strikes the body of a superior person, his ear “shall be cut 

 
4 A flat tax, in which all taxpayers pay the same rate, would still result in higher absolute tax liability for 
people with greater relative incomes. Flat tax, INVESTOPEDIA.COM,     
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/flattax.asp. (last visited Jan. 26, 2022). 
5 SAAD D. ABULHAB, THE LAW CODE OF HAMMURABI: TRANSLITERATED AND LITERALLY TRANSLATED FROM ITS 
EARLY CLASSICAL ARABIC LANGUAGE (2017). 
6 An observation also made by Yuval Noah Harari. YUVAL NOAH HARARI, SAPIENS: A BRIEF HISTORY OF 
HUMANKIND 106-107 (2014). 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/flattax.asp
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off.” As one historian observes, the code essentially suggests that “the life of a female 
commoner is worth thirty silver shekels and that of a slave-woman twenty silver shekels.”7 
 
Ancient law codes were replete with provisions that differed along these lines, providing vastly 
different “justice” to different groups of people in society. American law in the antebellum period 
also provided different justice depending upon whether the perpetrator or victim was a free 
person or enslaved.8 Equality in law, then, was seen as a correction  based on the key idea that 
codes should not make such differentiation between people in imposing penalties or providing 
justice. This is one of the key ideas embodied in section 1 of the 14th Amendment to the United 
States Constitution, when it says that “no state shall… deny to any person within its jurisdiction 
the equal protection of the laws.”  The Constitution does not tell us what equal means and it 
turns out the meaning is  not  as straightforward as one might think. 
 
Almost immediately, courts were confronted with cases in which laws appeared to be those of 
equal application, yet targeted specific groups to disadvantage them. Thus, in the 1880s, the 
Supreme Court struck down municipal ordinances that clearly targeted Chinese laundries, even 
though the law was written in a  facially neutral manner.9 Subsequently, the Supreme Court has 
held that laws that are intentionally discriminatory, even if they are of equal application, violate 
the equal protection clause. On this basis, Jim Crow ordinances mandating separate-but-equal 
educational facilities or public accommodations were struck down, as were anti-miscegenation 
laws despite the apparent equal application10  
 
There are times, however, when laws or policies are facially neutral and neither motivated by 
discriminatory intentions nor applied in a discriminatory manner, and yet produce substantial 
disparities in outcomes. Although a much divided  Supreme Court has recently  ruled that such 
laws do not violate the constitutional notion of equality enshrined in the equal protection 
clause,11 various statutory protections may apply. For example, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and 
the Fair Housing Act of 1965 have been interpreted or codified to extend protections to so-called 
“disparate impacts.”12 Similarly, the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Age Discrimination 
in Employment Act prohibit discrimination that causes a disparate impact.13  While this approach 
reflects the majority of the court since the late 1980’s, it have never enjoyed the support from 
more liberal justices and continues to be contested.  Some justice continue to insist that 
disparities raises assumption of inequality under the Constitution 
 

 
7 Id. 
8 Stephen Middleton, Repressive Legislation: Slave Codes, Northern Black Laws, and Southern Black 
Codes, OXFORD RESEARCH ENCYCLOPEDIAS (February 28, 2020), 
https://oxfordre.com/americanhistory/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780199329175.001.0001/acrefore-
9780199329175-e-634 
9 Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886). 
10 Brown v. Bd. of Educ. of Topeka, Shawnee Cty., Kan., 347 U.S. 483 (1954); Loving v. Commonwealth 
of Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967). 
11 Vill. of Arlington Heights v. Metro. Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252 (1976); 
12 Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971). 
13 Crowder v. Kitagawa, 81 F.3d 1480 (9th Cir. 1996); Smith v. City of Jackson, Miss., 544 U.S. 228 
(2005). 

https://oxfordre.com/americanhistory/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780199329175.001.0001/acrefore-9780199329175-e-634
https://oxfordre.com/americanhistory/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780199329175.001.0001/acrefore-9780199329175-e-634
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Even those  statutory protections have interpreted equality not requiring intent those provisions  
are not comprehensive, especially outside of the context of special protected classes.  A five 
four majority of the  Supreme Court held that differences in school funding based upon local tax 
base capacity does not violate the equal protection clause in San Antonio v. Rodriguez even if 
the result is unequal14 Even if courts permit significant disparities in outcomes as a result of the 
operation of certain laws or policies, that does not mean that policymakers must or should 
standby and permit such inequities to arise or perpetuate themselves. A Texas state supreme 
court rejected this formation of equality.15  
 
Moreover, even if schools were equally funded, that does not mean that they would be fairly 
funded.  This is focusing on equal inputs not equal outcomes.  This is not clear assertion coming 
from the Constitution that directs our focus on either end. If some school districts have a 
disproportionate concentration of high-needs or impoverished students, then it may require 
more funding to create equal educational opportunities.  This is the fundamental insight behind 
the design of equity-based interventions.  A deeper look at this problem was adequacy law     
suits which not only looked at input and opportunities but also outputs. 16 
 
In the 1970s, 80s and 90s, a series of lawsuits were developed aimed at using language in state 
constitutions to challenge extreme disparities in school funding formulas. Such challenges 
occurred in 25 states, and many were successful in getting more per-pupil funding for 
disadvantaged districts.17 But the importance of these suits to this article is that, although they 
were broadly framed to the public under the header of ‘equity. They are more accurately 
adequacy casds.’18 Fighting for equitable schools meant, in this context, not simply equalizing 
school funding, but often providing more resources to high-needs districts to produce desired 
outcomes.  This approach has also been referred to as an adequacy law suit.  .  
 
Equity,  simply put, means treating people differently based upon their situation and 
circumstances, but in a way that accords with concepts of fairness and egalitarian principles, 
rather than contravene them. This notion is not a recent innovation. Aristotle himself, considered 
by many the fountainhead of Western philosophy especially as it relates to our understanding of 
equality, recognized this difference as embedded within the concept of equality itself. Thus, he 
drew a distinction between “arithmetic” and “geometric” equality.19  Roughly speaking, the 
distinction is the difference between “equality” and “equity.”  The narrow concept of equality is 
only applicable when groups are similarly situated.   When group are situated differently, then 
different treatment is required.  This is the foundation for equity and equality.   
 

 
14 San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973). 
15 Edgewood v. Kirby      
 
16 See article on adequacy law suites 
17 Julien Lafortune, Jesse Rothstein, & Diane Whitmore Schanzenbach, School Finance Reform and the 
Distribution of Student Achievement, 10 AM. ECON. J.: APPLIED ECON. 1–26 (2018). 
18 R. Craig Wood & Bruce D. Baker, An Examination of Analysis of the Equity and Adequacy Concepts of 
Constitutional Challenges to State Education Finance Distribution Formulas, 27 U. OF ARK. AT LITTLE ROCK 
L. REV. 125 (2004). 
19 Ann Ward, Justice as Economics in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, 4 CANADIAN POL. SCI. REV. 1 
(2010).  
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As the foregoing discussion demonstrates, equity, as a concept, is both related to and different 
from prevailing notions of equality. The differences, however, create significant problems in 
certain contexts. The next section will review some of these problems.  
 

B. Problems with Equity 
 
By treating people differently at certain times, equity interventions are  vulnerable to the claim 
that they are unfair, even if they are motivated by the pursuit of fairness.   This is especially true 
if one is overly attached to the first Aristotle meaning of equality or if the situatedness is not 
considered. One could argue that this narrow approach is a misunderstanding of equality but it 
appears to be the one that the conservative majority of the Court has adopted.   For example, if 
one school district receives more funding because students in that school district are 
economically disadvantaged, then parents in more affluent districts could complain that unequal 
allocation of funding is unfair. Although such complaints may be without merit, the premise of 
such complaints may be technically accurate based on a narrow definition of equality.  
 
The main problem with equity relative to equal treatment is that equity is that it requires a 
deeper understanding of context to be justified.    In a society that purports to be color blind but 
in fact is structurally or context blind, more work is required to help to elucidate the importance 
and role of structures and situatedness.  A more profound problem with the way equity is 
practiced is not just tied to context but is often approached as binary and a zero-sum frame. 
There is an assumption that the entire goal is to close the disparity between the most and least 
favored group in society.  This requires identifying such groups and implicitly asserting that the 
favored could has come by their favorite status in an unfair way.  It also often assumes we must 
take from them to give to the less favored group. Finally, in racial terms it assumes that race is 
an entailment of the distribution of desiringness.  The racially privileged group unfairly obtained  
their benefits and the less privileged group unfairly was denied and it applies to all members of 
each group.  This approach pushes toward a form of racial essentialism.   Even if this is largely 
true, this approach does not address the possibility that a person of the same race as the 
favorited group might in fact be situated similarly to members of the less favorite group or that a 
member of a less favorite group might be situated more like the favorite group.  But even if we 
want to avoid the pitfalls of racial essentialism, the move toward a transcendental detached self 
creates it own problems.  There are a lot of assumptions here.  And this should be interpreted to 
ignore that group status can affect members of the group in complex ways.  To unpack all the 
nuances of these assumptions is beyond the scope of this paper.  But consider, for example, 
affirmative action policies.20 These policies are policies designed to increase the representation 
of historically under-represented groups in employment, contracting and educational contexts.21 
Thus, they have been used to increase the number of women or racial and ethnic minorities 
receiving government contracts or admitted to certain universities. The assumption may be that 
other more favorites groups had received too  much and therefore must  give something up.   
 

 
20 Joseph D. Wellman, Xi Liu, & Clara L. Wilkins, Priming status-legitimizing beliefs: Examining the impact 
on perceived anti-White bias, zero-sum beliefs, and support for Affirmative Action among White 
people, 55 BRIT. J. OF SOC. PSCYHOL. 426 (2015).  
21 Affirmative action, BRITANNICA.COM, https://www.britannica.com/topic/affirmative-action (last visited Jan. 
26, 2022).  

https://www.britannica.com/topic/affirmative-action
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Affirmative action has been especially contentious for several reasons. One reason is that the 
contexts in which such policies have been applied are often high-stakes and zero-sum. Thus, 
university admissions have always been a fraught area of concern, and many people are hyper-
sensitive to any admissions consideration that does not seem strictly based on “merit” without 
interrogating merit.   Another reason that such policies have been so contentious is that, in 
some cases, the groups or at least some individuals in the group receiving the benefit of such 
policies are viewed as “undeserving.”22 Although the definition of deserving versus undeserving 
is more nuanced than can be elaborated upon here, it has often had a racial or ethnic element, 
especially assumptions or associations based on race.23  There is another approach that looks 
at the need to address the history and the situatedness of group.  One could argue that this 
need is constitutionalized in the Civil War Amendments.  While a strong argument can be made 
from this constitutional perspective, it is not one that the majority of conservative on the 
Supreme Court have adopted.  There is also the court of public opinion which is also deeply 
divided on these issues making very different assumption and looking at very different facts. 
 
The point is that racial equity interventions are often assailed as helping one group over another 
without consideration of context and situatedness in a specific manner.24   Thus, for example, 
the Biden administration’s recent attempt to provide non-white rural farmers with additional 
assistance from a $4 billion federal fund provided not only highly divisive, but was ultimately 
blocked in the court.25 White farmers were furious, and felt that the policy was fundamentally 
unfair.  While there are certainly ways to work through most of this.  It is also clear that many 
powerful focus do not want to work it through but use these complexity to increase 
misunderstanding and resentment. 
 
Another problem with the equity frame is it tends to focus on disparities. Although a disparity 
lens is vital to measuring or gauging inequities in society, many racial equity policies extend this 
focus to the remedy or solution stage. In other words, they suggest not only that the problem is 
one of disparities, but that the goal should be one of narrowly reducing disparities.26 A disparity 
focus is problematic for reasons that, in a complete enumeration, are beyond the scope of this 
paper.  
 
One of the major problems is the assumption that whatever the more favorite group has is the 
right target or that the favorite groups has too much and must give up so that the less favorite 
group can benefit.  Another problem with disparities is that disparities can exist - or get worse - 
even if absolute conditions are improving. For example, if Black high school graduation rates 
are 30 percent, and white high school graduation rates are 40 percent, that is a 10 point 
disparity. But if 50 years later, Black graduation rates are 80 percent and white graduation rates 
are 95 percent, the disparity is now larger even though the absolute condition of both groups is 

 
22 See Khiara M. Bridges, The Deserving Poor, the Undeserving Poor, and Class-Based Affirmative 
Action, 66 EMORY L. J. 1049, 1053 (2017). 
23 IBRAM X. KENDI, STAMPED FROM THE BEGINNING: THE DEFINITIVE HISTORY OF RACIST IDEAS IN AMERICA 
(2016). 
24 There is a normative and legal arguments for group based approach but the foundation and support is continuous. 
25 Jack Healy, ‘You Can Feel the Tension’: A Windfall for Minority Farmers Divides Rural America, N.Y. 
TIMES, May 22, 2021, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/22/us/black-farmers.html; Wynn v. Vilsack, No. 
3:21-cv-514-MMH-JRK, 2021 WL 2580678 (M. D. Fla. 2021). 
26 IBRAM X. KENDI, HOW TO BE AND ANTIRACIST (2019). 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/22/us/black-farmers.html
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much improved. This simplistic focus on disparities would ignore the dramatic improvement in 
Black high school graduations, suggesting that the condition of Black students has worsened, 
when it in fact it has greatly improved.27 We should acknowledge and celebrate progress, not 
simply bemoan the continued disparity, even if we continue to work to reduce it. Note also, 
disparity concerns could be addressed by moving blacks and whites to meet in the middle but is 
that really the goal for either blacks or whites? 
 
This leads to a second problem with a disparity focus: It normalizes or establishes as a baseline 
the experience of the dominant group. Thus, whether the goal is homeownership, health care, 
or educational attainment, a narrow disparity focus sets as an implicit goal the performance of 
white Americans. While this may make sense in some contexts, in others it may not make 
sense.  
 
Life expectancy remains another stubborn health disparity between Black and white Americans. 
Although this gap has narrowed in recent years, it has done so in part because of declining 
white life expectancy.28 Some of this decline is attributed to ‘deaths of despair’ or the opioid 
epidemic. If white life expectancy is declining, does it make sense to set that as the target goal?  
 
Or consider homeownership. Homeownership rates have fluctuated dramatically over the past 
70 years, often in response to federal policy or economic recessions.29 As a result, at times the 
Black-white gap has shrunk (such as immediately before the 2007 housing crisis) or have grown 
wider, even as Black rates of homeownership improve. As of 2020, the Black-white disparity is 
about 30 percent points, larger than at any time since before World War II, even though the 
overall rate of Black Homeownership is much greater than in that period.30 One approach to 
addressing this issue would be to set a goal closing the disparity. Another approach, which is 
recommended by the National Community Reinvestment Coalition, is to set as a target the goal 
of 60 percent.31 This target is actually below the rate of current white homeownership, but is 
based on several critical factors and considerations, including an assessment of what is realistic 
for Black families given their circumstances and needs. Black families, for example, do not 
benefit as much from homeownership in terms of property value appreciation, and so 
homeownership is not necessarily an automatic advantage for them.32 
 

 
27 This is not far from the historical case. See STEPHEN MENENDIAN & RICHARD ROTHSTEIN WITH NIRALI 
BERI, THE ROAD NOT TAKEN: HOUSING AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 50 YEARS AFTER THE KERNER COMMISSION 
REPORT (2019). 
28 Betsy McKay, Life Expectancy for White Americans Declines, WALL ST. J., Apr. 20, 2016, 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/life-expectancy-for-white-americans-declines-1461124861.  
29 DEDRICK ASANTE-MUHAMMAD, JAMIE BUELL, AND JOSHUA DEVINE, 60% BLACK HOMEOWNERSHIP A RADICAL 
GOAL FOR BLACK WEALTH DEVELOPMENT 9 (2021). 
30 FED. RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS, HOUSING AND HOMEOWNERSHIP: HOMEOWNERSHIP RATE, 
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/release/tables?rid=296&eid=784188&od=2020-10-01#. (last visited Jan. 26, 
2022). 
31 DEDRICK ASANTE-MUHAMMAD, JAMIE BUELL, AND JOSHUA DEVINE, 60% BLACK HOMEOWNERSHIP A RADICAL 
GOAL FOR BLACK WEALTH DEVELOPMENT 9 (2021). 
32 Emory Law professor Dorothy Brown, for example, asserts that “homeownership in America is a bad 
deal for most black Americans.” DOROTHY BROWN, WHITENESS OF WEALTH: HOW THE TAX SYSTEM 
IMPOVERISHES BLACK AMERICANS - AND HOW WE CAN FIX IT 88 (2021). 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/life-expectancy-for-white-americans-declines-1461124861
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/release/tables?rid=296&eid=784188&od=2020-10-01
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Regardless of the circumstances, extending a disparity frame into the solutions or remedy 
context exacerbates the first problem, of reinforcing the idea of equity as zero-sum, and 
increases the risk that it will generate backlash and greater intensity of opposition.  This should 
not be read to suggest that disparities are or should be meaningless.  The Supreme Court has 
acknowledged that even as it moved to an intent standard, disparities remain relevant in 
suggesting unfairness. 
 
Finally, a third problem with a disparity lens is that some considerations are not quantifiable, or 
easily amenable to quantification.  Dynamics of power or structural conditions do not easily yield 
to measurement.  Even if disparities were eliminated, significant differences in power or access 
to power could still exist.  Disparities may do too little work in moving us to a robust 
understanding of equality and racial justice. 
 
 

C. A Different Vision of Racial Justice 
 
As we have shown, racial equity, as narrowly defined and generally understood, is focused on 
reducing disparities and is often viewed as zero-sum.  This makes it often vulnerable to counter-
attack and difficult to sustain policies based on it. This was one of the central points in Powell’s 
opinion in Bakke.33   It is possible, however, to take the conceptual insights that underpin equity, 
and repurpose them to avoid these pitfalls. We call this “Equity 2.0,” or “Targeted 
Universalism.”34 
 
A racial justice agenda, properly conceived, should bring all people into the social fabric, 
although be attentive to differences in circumstances, conditions and needs. Targeted 
Universalism (“T/U”) does this well. This is a process by which Universal Goals are established 
for all groups through democratic deliberation, but targeted processes are implemented to help 
all groups reach those goals.  
 
For example, if we want all children to learn to be proficient at      reading and Latinx students 
are at 50% and white students are at 70% T/U, unlike equity, will not just focus on closing the 
gap nor just on the needs of the less favorite group.  Instead, it will develop targeted and 
different strategies for each group to get them to the universal of 100%.  There needs to be an 
understanding of each group’s situatedness that is producing these outcomes.  T/U is not just 
about removing barriers but affirmatively developing structures, processes and culture to get all 
groups to the universal.  Note that if all groups get to the universal, the disparities have been 
removed. This is accomplished by   targeting all groups just differently.  Their situatedness may 
be highly correlated with race or some other salient identity but it is the situatedness that does 
the work.   

 
 
III. Racial Equity Cleavages 

 

 
33 Bakke 
34 JOHN A. POWELL, STEPHEN MENENDIAN, & WENDY AKE, TARGETED UNIVERSALISM: POLICY & PRACTICE 
(2019).  
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The foregoing section outlined conceptual distinctions related to the underpinnings of equity. 
This section examines three key cleavages in the racial equity literature, either in proposed 
policies or those presently adopted and in operation. Examples of each are then given to 
illustrate the difference. This still leaves the important work of deciding what situatedness 
matters and the proper intervention.  But we start by noting both the distance from the universal 
as well as patterns and practices.  In response to the question does race matter, the 
situatedness answers this question.  What may matter much less, is the proof of intent.  Imagine 
there is a virus that attack one group very differently from another.  This suggest a different, 
targeted response.  We are less interested in intent. 
 

A. Race-     Targeted v. Universalistic Form 
 
Probably the most significant cleavage in the racial equity literature relates to policies that are 
race-targeted or race-specific and those that are framed or designed in universalistic terms, 
even though they are race-conscious. This section will describe and define each and provide 
examples of each. 
 

1. Race-Targeted Policies 
 
Race-     targeted policies are those whose operation and benefits extend only to members of 
certain racial groups, or a subset of members. The most obvious example of this would be a 
reparations policy designed as a remedy for the enduring harms of racial slavery such as the 
one proposed by William Darity, one of the nation’s leading reparative scholars.35 In his 
formulation, only descendants of American slaves would qualify for a cash payment, and only if 
they have identified as Black or African-American within the preceding ten year period. Although 
some African-Americans would not qualify, only African-Americans would qualify. Thus, the 
proposed policy would be race-targeted and specific to African-Americans. 
 
Another race-targeted policy would be a call to invest in and capitalize Black-owned banks. 
Some estimates suggest that there are 4,400 banks with $20.2 trillion in assets in the United 
States.36 But only 18 of those banks are owned by African-Americans, and those institutions 
have only $4.4 billion in assets, a small fraction of those held by the sector. It is assumed that 
increasing both the number of banks held by Black Americans and their size and strength could 
help improve the financial situation of Black communities. Thus, specific policy proposals to 
increase the capital or to increase the ownership share of banks held by Black Americans is a 
race-specific and race-targeted policy idea, even though many non-Black people would 
theoretically benefit from the services and employment of those banks.   
 
Finally, race-conscious admissions policies are by definition race-targeted. These policies, such 
as affirmative action policies, provide additional consideration or weight to applicants based 
upon their race. Although this factor, as currently operationalized, does not necessarily specify 

 
35 WILLIAM DARITY JR. & A. KIRSTEN MULLEN, FROM HERE TO EQUALITY: REPARATIONS FOR BLACK AMERICANS 
IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY (2020). 
36 Robert F. Smith, Persuade Companies to Embrace a 2 Percent Solution, N.Y. TIMES, 2020, 
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/fix-america-economy-climate-health#robert-smith-companies-2-
percent-solution.  

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/fix-america-economy-climate-health#robert-smith-companies-2-percent-solution
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/fix-america-economy-climate-health#robert-smith-companies-2-percent-solution
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which racial groups should be targeted or benefit, they generally give additional weight to 
members of racially under-represented groups.37 
 
The main argument in favor of race-specific or race-targeted policies is that they are necessary 
to ensure that the benefits of the policy directly flow to the intended recipients, and to reduce 
racial disparities. Universalistic policies, it is often argued, are necessarily less precise in terms 
of benefiting the policy target, and often fail to reduce disparities (or make them worse).  
 

2. Universalistic, but Race-Conscious  
 
The other side of the cleavage is race-targeted policies that are race-conscious, but 
implemented in a universalistic, facially neutral frame. Generally speaking, universalistic policies 
are those that benefit everyone or nearly everyone. For example, universal suffrage is a policy 
that permits everyone to vote regardless of income or wealth, race, gender, or religion within a 
particular jurisdiction.38 Age-based exclusions are common, however, as are citizenship 
requirements. Nonetheless, the beneficiaries are sufficiently broad that such a policy is 
generally regarded as “     universal.”      Another “universal” policy is the idea of a universal 
basic income. A truly universal basic income policy would provide payments to everyone 
regardless of income.   
 
One example of a universal policy is the prohibition against the use of poll taxes embodied in 
the 24th Amendment Rather than frame the prohibition specific to the application of such 
measures to Black voters (as the 15th Amendment does), it is a protection that extends 
universally.39  
 
A more prominent universalistic racial equity policy is the idea of “Baby Bonds,” a policy 
primarily attributed to the economists William Darity and Derrick Hamilton.40 This policy would 
give every child a bond at birth that would mature, through interest, over time, so that they could 
be given a discrete amount of wealth at the age of maturity, to enroll in college, start a business, 
or use as a down payment on a home. Such policies are race-conscious because they are 
based on the recognition of significant racial wealth disparities, and their main purpose is to 
reduce them.41 But all children would benefit, making them universal. This is not merely a 
theoretical notion. Many cities or municipalities have considered or are actively debating policies 
based on this idea.  

 
37 Fisher v. Univ. of Texas at Austin, 570 U.S. 297 (2012); Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. v. President 
and Fellows of Harvard Coll., 308 F.R.D. 39 (D. Mass. 2015). 
38 Records of the House of Representatives, Nat’l Archives and Records Admin., A Petition for Universal 
Suffrage (Jan. 29, 1866), https://www.visitthecapitol.gov/exhibitions/artifact/petition-universal-suffrage-
january-29-1866. 
39 For a discussion of this, see Samuel R. Bagenstos, Universalism and Civil Rights (with Notes on Voting 
Rights After Shelby), 123 YALE L.J. 2838 (2014). 
40 Derrick Hamilton & William Darity Jr., Can 'Baby Bonds' Eliminate the Racial Wealth Gap in Putative 
Post-Racial America?, 37 THE REV. OF BLACK POL. ECON. 207 (2010). 
41 Whether they would be effective or not is another matter. Professor Darity estimates that a Baby Bonds 
program would only reduce the racial wealth gap by about 20 percent. William Darity, Jr., Fenaba R. 
Addo & Imari Z. Smith, The Subaltern Middle Class: The Case of the Missing ‘Black Bourgeoisie’ in 
America, 39 CONTEMP. ECON. POL’Y 494 (2020). 

https://www.visitthecapitol.gov/exhibitions/artifact/petition-universal-suffrage-january-29-1866
https://www.visitthecapitol.gov/exhibitions/artifact/petition-universal-suffrage-january-29-1866
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Another universalistic policy reform is bail reform. Bail reform proposals broadly speaking call 
for the elimination of cash bail or a great reduction in its use. These policies are rooted in an 
awareness of mass incarceration and its racial dimensions. Nonetheless, no bail reform policy 
suggests or proposes a different set of bail standards for white people relative to people of 
color. These reforms are universalistic in design but  benefiting anyone who may need bail with 
the expectation that people of color will disproportionally benefit.  This benefit, if it happens, is 
by design. 
 
It should be noted that universalistic approaches have many advantages and disadvantages 
relative to targeted policies, just as targeted policies have certain advantages.42 Without being 
exhaustive, however, a few should be noted. First, universalistic policies are generally more 
political and legally durable, and less vulnerable to erosion or repeal for reasons that should be 
clear from Part II of this article. Related, universal policies tend to have a stronger class appeal 
to them, creating solidarity rather than fragmentation. Thus, some argue that universalism tends 
to better protect working class and lower income people.43 This debate remains unresolved, but 
it seems evident that Targeted Universalism is one way to resolve it.  
 

B. Racial Equity Reforms v. New initiatives 
 

Another significant divide in the racial equity literature relates to those calling for reforms to 
existing policies versus those that are calling for entirely new programs and initiatives. This 
difference is not necessarily grounded in a principled or ideological difference, but a contextual 
difference where one approach makes more sense than another. These differences are 
nonetheless worth noting.  
 

1. Reforms 
 
A significant number of racial equity policies call for reforms or changes to existing policies 
rather than either the abolition of existing policies or programs or the creation of entirely new 
ones. While the debate over “reforming” the police is well-trodden ground, one particular aspect 
of that debate that is central to the debate over police reform is about the use of force. 
 
Two aspects of policing that relate to the use of force are the specific standards established 
upon which police may use force, especially lethal force, and the regulations or department 
specific policies that guide the use of force.44 The main debate regarding the standard for the 
use of force generally begins with a critique      of federal law. Thanks to a notorious U.S. 
Supreme Court decision, Graham v. Connor, federal law permits the use of force when 

 
42 See JOHN A. POWELL, STEPHEN MENENDIAN, & WENDY AKE, TARGETED UNIVERSALISM: POLICY & PRACTICE 
(2019). 
43 Pascal Robert, Opinion, The Obsession With the Black/White Wealth Gap Protects the Elites, 
NEWSWEEK, Dec. 21, 2021, https://www.newsweek.com/obsession-black-white-wealth-gap-protects-elites-
opinion-1661910; Matt Bruenig, Universal Benefits Make Sense. Means-Testing Doesn’t., Jacobin, Dec. 
5, 2021, https://jacobinmag.com/2021/12/universal-benefits-means-testing-build-back-better-
childcare?mc_cid=4a8da3393d&mc_eid=894008a3ee. 
44 STEPHEN MENENDIAN & RICHARD ROTHSTEIN WITH NIRALI BERI, THE ROAD NOT TAKEN: HOUSING AND 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 50 YEARS AFTER THE KERNER COMMISSION REPORT (2019). 

https://www.newsweek.com/obsession-black-white-wealth-gap-protects-elites-opinion-1661910
https://www.newsweek.com/obsession-black-white-wealth-gap-protects-elites-opinion-1661910
https://jacobinmag.com/2021/12/universal-benefits-means-testing-build-back-better-childcare?mc_cid=4a8da3393d&mc_eid=894008a3ee
https://jacobinmag.com/2021/12/universal-benefits-means-testing-build-back-better-childcare?mc_cid=4a8da3393d&mc_eid=894008a3ee
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reasonable, established from the perspective of the officer in light of the totality of the 
circumstances, and not with the benefit of hindsight.45 This standard has given broad discretion 
to police officers, and critics maintain that this standard is both vague and a license to kill with 
impunity. As a result, many states have independently attempted to raise the standard which 
would justify the use of force above that floor. For example, California has changed the standard 
for the use of force to “only when necessary in defense of human life.”46 This is an obvious 
reform, and the connection to race is the assumption that police use of force is 
disproportionately used against people of color. Reform, therefore, is viewed as a racial equity 
objective. A related reform would be to eliminate the doctrine of qualified immunity which 
partially shields police from misconduct in the course of their duties.47 
 
Another racial equity policy reform concerns the use of the housing choice vouchers, a program 
administered by the Department of Housing and Urban Development to provide housing 
subsidies to low-income people. Because of historical patterns of racial residential segregation 
and contemporary housing discrimination, some advocates call for protections for voucher 
holders against discrimination based on source of income and for the ability to “port” the use of 
the voucher to a different jurisdiction.48 
 

2. New Programs & Initiatives  
 
Among racial equity advocates, exhaustion with reform efforts has created a strong sentiment 
that stronger measures are needed, either entirely new programs and initiatives or more 
transformative changes than is connoted by the term “reform.”49 Thus, campaigns organized 
around “defund the police” or “abolish” the police are based on this critique. However, there are 
many proposals in the racial equity literature relating to new policies or programs. 
 
One example of a new program or initiative is the creation of civilian response teams - so-called 
crisis units - as part of emergency services. These response teams are designed not as police 
reforms, but as alternatives staffed by experts capable of handling mental health crises or other 
situations. Oakland, California, for example, is piloting such a program, with other cities 
following suit.50 
 

 
45 490 U.S. 386 (1989). For critical commentary, see David D. Kirkpatrick, Split-Second Decisions: How a 
Supreme Court Ruling Shaped Modern Policing, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 25, 2021, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/25/us/police-use-of-force.html.   
46 AB392 and Peace Officer Use of Force Standards, POST.CA.GOV, https://post.ca.gov/Use-of-Force-
Standards. (last visited Jan. 26, 2022). 
47 Nicole Nixon, California Lawmakers Push Bill To Decertify Police, End Qualified Immunity, CAPRADIO, 
Mar. 18, 2021, https://www.capradio.org/articles/2021/03/18/california-lawmakers-push-bill-to-decertify-
police-end-qualified-immunity/. 
48 PHILIP TEGELER, HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER REFORM: A PRIMER FOR 2021 AND BEYOND (2020). 
49 Amelia Thomson-DeVeaux & Maggie Koerth, Is Police Reform A Fundamentally Flawed Idea?, 
FIVETHIRTYEIGHT, Jun. 22, 2020, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/is-police-reform-a-fundamentally-
flawed-idea/. 
50 Julian Glover, Oakland launches civilian crisis response team to handle nonviolent mental health calls, 
ABC7NEWS.COM (Mar. 18, 2021), https://abc7news.com/macro-oakland-civilian-crisis-response-team-
mental-health-police-dept/10430680/. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/25/us/police-use-of-force.html
https://post.ca.gov/Use-of-Force-Standards
https://post.ca.gov/Use-of-Force-Standards
https://www.capradio.org/articles/2021/03/18/california-lawmakers-push-bill-to-decertify-police-end-qualified-immunity/
https://www.capradio.org/articles/2021/03/18/california-lawmakers-push-bill-to-decertify-police-end-qualified-immunity/
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/is-police-reform-a-fundamentally-flawed-idea/
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/is-police-reform-a-fundamentally-flawed-idea/
https://abc7news.com/macro-oakland-civilian-crisis-response-team-mental-health-police-dept/10430680/
https://abc7news.com/macro-oakland-civilian-crisis-response-team-mental-health-police-dept/10430680/
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Another example of new policies or programs are those relating to investments in highly local 
and hyper-tailored      community-based organizations and programs to reduce violence. One 
example is Richmond, California’s Peacemaker Fellowship, a program aimed at youth - typically 
young men of color - who are extremely vulnerable to cycles of violence or gang involvement.51 
The program proved so successful at reducing crime and violence, that other cities are 
emulating it.52 
 

C. Process v. Substantive Racial Equity Policies 
 

The final policy cleavage examined in this paper is the difference between policy 
recommendations that are process-based versus those that are substantive. These differences, 
again, are not simply based on ideological differences, but often on different theories of change 
or contextual differences.  
 
Most of the policies discussed in this Part of the Article are substantive policies rather than 
process-based. A process-based policy is one that focuses not on the substance of a policy or 
the outcome, but on how a policymaker or government entity operates more on inputs and 
arrangements. For example, process-based recommendations are those that call for greater 
collection or tracking of data, often to discover or to better understand the extent of racial 
disparities.  
 
Another process-based recommendation would be to require staff to undergo certain diversity or 
racial sensitivity training. Such policies do not require changes to employment policies or 
staffing procedures, but rather are designed to improve conditions by boosting knowledge and 
awareness of racial issues. Still another would be how we pick a jury or count votes. 
 
Process-based recommendations are often easier to propose, design or adopt because they do 
not necessarily require hard choices or difficult decisions in relation to particular outcomes. 
Thus, process-based recommendations are common among racial equity advocates. In the next 
section, we propose the outline of a new design that attempts to directly engage      these issues 
of power and domination.  It calls on experimenting that takes us beyond reform and is therefore 
new.   One can decide where this proposal falls on the different approaches outlined here.  It 
may appear to be a processed focus and yet, there is a strong assumption that it will produce 
different outcome and distribution of power that will advance racial equity in the strong sense 
and belonging. 
 
 

IV. Application a bold alternative 
 

A. Introduction 

 
51 CITY OF RICHMOND, CALIF., OFFICE OF NEIGHBORHOOD SAFETY, AN INNOVATIVE GOVERNMENT SOLUTION TO 
REDUCING GUN VIOLENCE, https://www.ci.richmond.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/27569/Innovative-
Government-Solution_ONS2013?bidId=. (last visited Jan. 26, 2022). 
52 Charles Molineaux, City Council unanimously passes 'Peacemaker Fellowship' plan to curb violence, 
WHEC.COM (Aug. 17, 2021), https://www.whec.com/rochester-new-york-news/city-council-unanimously-
passes-peacemaker-fellowship-plan-to-curb-violence/6210752/.  

https://www.ci.richmond.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/27569/Innovative-Government-Solution_ONS2013?bidId=
https://www.ci.richmond.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/27569/Innovative-Government-Solution_ONS2013?bidId=
https://www.whec.com/rochester-new-york-news/city-council-unanimously-passes-peacemaker-fellowship-plan-to-curb-violence/6210752/
https://www.whec.com/rochester-new-york-news/city-council-unanimously-passes-peacemaker-fellowship-plan-to-curb-violence/6210752/
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This section of the paper discusses an approach that does not seek to increase belonging by 
making changes to our existing national societies.  Rather, it aims to create a new global 
society, that will be capable of running within and outside of and in parallel with our existing 
national societies.  (This type of approach is not new.  As one example, the Catholic Church has 
been using a very rudimentary and limited version of it for a very long time.  Multi-national 
corporations provide another class of examples.) 
 
In the approach, a collection of like-minded individuals who would prefer a society in which all 
belong equally would first work out and test all the details, and then start implementing 
settlements and enterprises, all connected to and supported by the global society operating in 
the cloud.  The settlements and enterprises would jump through all of the necessary hoops to fit 
in to the national societies, while protecting their members so far as possible from the inequities 
and injustices of those societies. 
 
1. Measuring Belonging 
 
Measures of belonging in a society include these: 
 

• the person has as much power to co-create societal arrangements as anyone else, 
• the person is as well taken care of by the society as anyone else, 
• the person has as much personal autonomy as anyone else. 

 
A design aim of the arrangements of the new society might be to provide all three of these to 
every member. 
 
2. The Power to Co-Create 
 
Providing equal power to co-create requires that there be a public matter decision system that 
actually has the capability to distribute the power to co-create equally across all members of the 
society, at global scale (millions of decisions per year, billions of participants). 
 
One example of a decision system that has this capability will be presented. 
 
3. A Comfortable and Secure Life 
 
Arranging that everyone in a society has the means to lead a comfortable and secure life can be 
viewed as a production problem together with a distribution problem, wrapped in a sustainability 
problem, wrapped in a public matter decision-making problem, wrapped in a "must learn 
harmlessly" problem. 
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One appropriate approach to solving all of the inner problems of this knot is to exuberantly apply 
the science and engineering methods to the experimental study of global-scale social systems. 
 
But the problem holding that research program back has been that there has been no way to do 
it harmlessly.  When the lives and livelihoods of real people are at risk, failure is not an option, 
which cuts off the possibility of running experiments that may fail. 
 
But now for the first time, our new technologies are giving us a way to potentially solve the 
"must learn harmlessly" problem.  We now have the option to build an online laboratory in which 
we can implement and test entire global-scale experimental social systems on virtual worlds, 
harmlessly. 
 
In the social systems laboratory, there can be any number of virtual worlds.  On each world, 
there can be a different civilization solution to the compound problem of sustainably providing a 
comfortable and secure life to every member of society.  The lab can enable us to try out new 
solutions that are even radically different than our existing solutions, and that may work better. 
 
4. Personal Autonomy 
 
For each person living in a society, the society (intentionally or unintentionally) determines what 
personal choices are "on the menu" for the individual to make.  The choices available on that 
situation-sensitive moment-to-moment menu determine the scope of personal autonomy for that 
person in that society in that situation at that moment. 
 
Both intentionally and unintentionally, the United States civilization solution (as one example) 
does not present to each member the same personal autonomy menu. Some are most definitely 
more equal than others. 
 
In contrast, the new society might intentionally aim to present to each member the same 
personal autonomy menu, and to maximize the personal autonomy that the menu provides, 
within the constraints that the menu remain common and the civilization solution remain 
workable and sustainable. 
 
5. Choosing To Belong 
 
Choosing whether to live in a society in which one is marginalized, or in a society that offers 
equal belonging, is not necessarily a hard choice to make.  But choosing whether to expend 
one's personal resources trying to improve a society that systematically marginalizes, or to 
expend those resources trying to design, test, and grow a new society that does not 
marginalize, is a harder choice.  The new society does not exist yet, and the marginalizing 
society is hurting people now. 
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There is no contest between the two strategies.  The choice is and properly should be made 
within each individual – a choice on the personal autonomy menu. 
 
B. A Social Systems Laboratory 
 
We now newly have the option to set up and operate a globally available, open-to-all, free-and-
open-source, non-profit, virtual worlds research laboratory.  All of the parts and pieces needed 
to build such a lab are already being worked on in a variety of fields.  The new effort would be to 
assemble those parts and pieces in service of experimentally studying global-scale social 
systems. 
 
Software modeling of social systems is no substitute for real-world testing.  But it now can be 
and should be a prerequisite for real-world testing.  If not enough is known to enable realistic 
modeling (that can survive peer review) of the effects that a proposal will produce, that should 
be taken as evidence that not enough is known to justify putting lives and livelihoods at risk by 
implementing the proposal. 
 
In suggesting that an online lab be used for preliminary testing of proposals, we would like to 
acknowledge that there are some challenges that must be engaged if not resolved.  The reader 
may start off with a high degree of skepticism of computer modeling, given how we are now 
experiencing how computer technologies are influencing our lives in negative ways that were 
both predictable and unpredictable.  Much of this skepticism has been appropriately earned.  
We now acknowledge that an algorithm could be biased, often reflecting hidden bias of the 
designer.  To guard against such dangers, the lab must feature full transparency in all matters, 
together with peer review by all who are interested. 
 
By using an experimental laboratory, we limit potential costs and collateral risks, while 
preserving the substantial possible benefits of a successful (or even approximately successful) 
outcome.  In other words, we position ourselves to learn from any failures and benefit from any 
successes, without causing real-world harm in the process. 
 
C. Experimental Proposals 
 
To discover and vet better ways of living together successfully on our planet, we need to 
experiment with societal arrangements that lie far outside the Overton Window constraints that 
our existing political systems impose.  The lab will need and will have no Overton Window 
through which proposals must politically pass.  This means that even very radical proposals can 
be harmlessly tested in the lab at global scale. 
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Never before possible social system designs always start as nothing-but-ideas.  The idea-
creators then have huge amounts of work to do to develop the necessary software and initialize 
all of the sub-systems.  Then the system as a whole needs to be rigorously studied and tested 
and tweaked by the creators, to find and fix the inevitable new-design flaws.  All of this must 
happen before the project will be ready to face the slings and arrows of peer review (by 
stakeholders of all sorts and other interested parties), and beyond that to begin implementing 
the ideas in the real world.  The virtual worlds of the lab can provide what is needed to 
collaboratively accomplish all of this necessary preparatory work. 
 
D. How We Decide 
 
One class of process proposals that faces a postage-stamp sized Overton Window in our 
existing political systems is the class that deals with how and by whom public matter decisions 
are made.  (In this context, public matter decisions are those that significantly affect the public, 
nature, and/or future generations.  The term does not refer to the corporate v government 
distinction, that sees corporate matters as private, however world-changing they may be.) 
 
1. How Individual Humans Decide 
 
Most humans have the ability to decide (to make decisions).  The decision process that 
produces each decision is internal (occurring in the mind/heart/gut) and opaque to others and 
even to the person deciding.  It is in that opaque decision process that cognitive biases, 
prejudices, failed heuristics and such have their effect. 
 
2. How We Decide Public Matters 
 
The ability to decide becomes the power to decide through societal arrangements.  In our 
current society, the power to decide public matters is distributed in various forms, including 
these: 
 

• the power to vote (citizens, legislators) 
• the power to command (presidents, judges, CEOs, empowered employees) 
• the power to gate-keep (admissions, loans, benefits, services, employment) 
• the power to invest (in property, enterprises, employees, politicians) 

 
Most if not all of the world's human-caused problems (racial injustice, war, poverty, oppression, 
environmental degradation) can be traced back to decisions made by individuals who have 
been empowered to make those decisions by societal arrangements.  In all such cases, the 
decisions are produced by the internal (opaque) decision processes of the empowered 
individuals. 
 
a. Power to Vote 
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Democracy is largely a process system that, ideally, should systematically address the issue of 
one group or person dominating another.  Historically, the large-scale voting systems that 
democracies use have developed as a reaction to tyranny and concentration of power.  The 
intention has been to protect the society against the tyrant (the concentration and abuse of 
power) by sharing that power equally across the population.  And such voting systems do 
indeed spread power, but still leave much of the corrupting influence.  There is little doubt that 
the voting system we have in the United States is both replete with power and domination and 
deeply racialized. 
 
There are many possible versions of voting systems that can be considered, but it is doubtful 
that any of them would adequately address the issue of power.  In all such voting systems, 
minority groups have little power to decide, and individuals have practically no power in 
relationship to the whole.  These considerations suggest that even the best possible voting 
system cannot deliver the promise of dignity for the individual and fairness to minority groups. 
 
b. Power to Command 
 
A voting population can make (at most) only a few hundred decisions per year.  The attention of 
the entire voting public is directed to those few decisions, which draws public attention away 
from all the other public matter decisions that are made each year.  
 
Which means not only do minority groups and individual citizens have negligible power to 
decide with respect to vote-count outcomes, but even the majority has negligible power to 
command, by virtue of having only very limited capacity to make decisions through voting.  The 
power to command is vested almost entirely in individuals occupying specific roles (presidents, 
legislators, judges, CEOs, their delegates), all of whom make those command decisions through 
their personal internal (opaque) decision processes.  Many racial inequities flow from this. 
 
c. Power to Gate-keep 
 
Individuals vested with power to gate-keep are typically entirely beyond the reach of vote-driven 
democratic decision-making, and effectively often even beyond the reach of those vested with 
power to command (such as courts and regulators).  Those empowered gate-keepers make 
their decisions through their personal internal (opaque) decision processes.  Many racial 
inequities flow from this. 
 
d. Power to Invest 
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The power to invest a society’s accumulating capital is arguably the most important power that 
societal arrangements distribute.  How the capital is invested over time will determine both the 
quality of life of the general population, and the sustainability of the society itself. 
 
Capitalist arrangements vest most of the power to invest in private owners and their top agents.  
Those individuals typically invest for personal benefit, and make their investment decisions 
through their personal internal (opaque) decision processes.  This set of societal arrangements 
has been producing growing inequality, together with diminishing prospects of societal 
sustainability.  Many racial inequities flow from these arrangements. 
 
E. How We Might Decide: An Alternative 
 
“Blinap” is the name of a new kind of democratic decision system.  (The term is a portmanteau 
constructed from “BLind INdependent APpraisal”.)  Blinap’s characteristics include the 
following: 
 

• Blinap is capable of operating at global scale (millions of decisions per year, billions of 
participants). 

• Blinap vests all enduring power to make public matter decisions in non-AI open-source 
software programs, that decide based on simple published inputs.  Enduring power to 
command, to gate-keep, and to invest is vested in the software programs.  The decision 
system does not feature voting in any context. 

• The decision process for each decision is fully “externalized” (all reasons for the decision 
are publicly exposed), as will be described below.  All aspects of that fully transparent 
decision process are open to challenge, by anyone. 

• Operationally, Blinap allows and enables anyone to propose anything at any time.  Every 
member, equally, has the power to propose. Who the proposer is has no effect on the 
decision process or its outcome. 

• Anyone can participate in the decision process for any decision being made.  The 
system has features that allow and enable feasible collaboration among any and all 
interested parties. 

• Anyone can propose corrections and improvements to the decision system itself.  
Through this mechanism, the system can be progressively improved over time, without 
limit. 

• Blinap is a newly possible system, that has never been tested.  It is an example of an 
experimental social sub-system that must begin its life in a lab. 

 
1. Proposal Filters 
 
The key ingredients of the Blinap system are its proposal filters.  A proposal filter has these 
parts: 
 

• a descriptive profile of the filter (which will be used to match the filter to the newly 
submitted proposals to which it applies), 
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• a prompt (often in the form of a multiple-choice question), 
• a set of possible responses, 
• for each possible response, a set of instructions that tell the software program that will 

make the decision exactly what to do when that response is received (e.g. pass the 
proposal to the next filter, fail the proposal, ask specified further questions). 

 
Filter questions are like those that might be asked in an environment impact statement.  Does it 
impact an endanger species?  Does it pollute the water?  Does it increase noise?  We could 
imagine a set of questions related to how a particular proposal would impact marginal 
communities.  Would it make them less or more marginal? 
 
As with the questions of an environmental impact statement, the filters must be “objective 
enough”.  The measure of “objective enough” is that multiple appraisers that independently 
apply the question to a particular new proposal will reliably arrive at the same answer.  If the 
appraisers do not reliably arrive at the same answer, then the question is too subjective to be of 
use.  (“Does it make the water taste bad?” would probably not be objective enough to be useful 
as a filter.  We could find out whether it is objective enough by installing it as a filter and testing 
it.) 
 
The requirement that proposal filters must be “objective enough” may put limits on the kinds of 
proposals that Blinap can handle.  For example, it might prove very difficult to formulate 
acceptable filters to apply to proposals that attempt to allocate funds in the arts & entertainment 
field.  And it also might sometimes prove difficult to formulate filters that apply concepts such as 
fairness or justice.  The filters would need to somehow squeeze the subjectivity out, leaving only 
objectively measurable residues.  (Some may see this as a feature rather than a bug.)  As 
Blinap is tested across a broad range of proposals in the lab, we will discover the extent to 
which this limitation is problematic. 
 
2. Decision Process Flows 
 
Blinap has two primary sub-processes (tracks), that run in parallel: the “anybody can object” 
track, and the appraise track.  These tracks produce inputs to the software program that will 
decide the fate of the proposal.  Informally, there may also be any number of “side-tracks” 
through which decision participants interact, and proposing teams themselves may internally 
sometimes be arenas for interaction. 
 
a. Track: Anybody Can Object 
 
New proposals (including proposed objections) are collected through an online interactive 
process.  After a new proposal is submitted, anyone can propose an objection to it.  The 
objection will itself pass through the full Blinap process (which means that anyone can propose 
an objection to the objection).  Any number of objections to the original proposal may be 
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proposed.  Any number of objections to each objection may be proposed.  There is no formal 
bottom to this proposal recursion.  (The important element is that the objection passes 
successfully through the Blinap process – which shows that it is an acceptable objection.  
Objections that pass should be and are effective at any depth of recursion.) 
 
Proposing to Blinap is a team project that ends at the point the "submit" button is clicked.  The 
work of proposing does not formally involve interacting with anybody outside of the proposing 
team.  The only interaction is with the software wizard that collects the proposal. 
 
b. Track: Appraise the Proposal 
 
After a new proposal has been submitted, software then selects three appraisers from a large 
pool of qualified appraisers.  The appraisers work independently.  Their work includes running 
the proposal through a set of proposal filters.  They have three days to finish and submit the 
appraisal. 
 
The process of filtering the proposal is actually a well known and widely used pattern.  High-
stakes professions (airline pilots and crews, nuclear plant operators, physicians, operating 
rooms, intensive care units) use checklists to reduce errors due to cognitive biases, failed 
heuristics, memory lapses, prejudiced intuitions and other such mental infelicities. 
 
Blinap adds enhancements to the basic checklist pattern.  Since it is possible for mistakes and 
"gaming the system" answers to occur even when using a checklist, the appraise track has 
three appraisers independently apply the checklist, and then compares their answers.  And in 
addition to this safeguard, the appraisals are published after they have been submitted, 
enabling anyone interested to examine them, and to object if it seems that all three appraisers 
may have erred together on an answer. 
 
Through this process, each new proposal is systematically examined from all relevant 
perspectives. 
 
c. Compare the Appraisals 
 
At the point that the three appraisals have been received, software compares the answers given 
to the filter questions.  If there are answers that do not match (perhaps indicating that the 
question was somehow not “objective enough”), an investigation is triggered that will attempt to 
determine specifically why different appraisers gave differing answers to the same question.  At 
its conclusion, the investigation will propose findings and recommendations aimed at reducing 
the likelihood of future failures to match.  The recommendations may then be implemented, after 
which the decision process for the proposal will be restarted with new appraisers.  (This is 
potentially a loop.  Some proposals that face proposal filters that repeatedly produce failures to 
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match may have difficulty making it past this loop.  The investigations will recommend replacing 
those filters with more objective ones.) 
 
If all answers match across the three appraisals, the three appraisals are resolved into a single 
appraisal that then becomes input to the software program that will decide the fate of the 
proposal. 
 
d. Decide Proposal Fate 
 
Upon receiving the resolved (combined) appraisal, the software program that will decide first 
comes to a preliminary pass/fail decision for the proposal that was appraised.  If the preliminary 
decision is "fail", that is the final decision.  If the preliminary decision is "pass", and if no 
objections to the proposal have been registered, then "pass" becomes the final decision.  But if 
objections to the proposal have been registered, then the "pass" becomes "wait", and the 
software waits for all of the objection recursions to play out.  If any objection to the proposal 
succeeds, then the "wait" becomes "fail".  Otherwise (at the point that all of the objections to the 
proposal have failed) the "wait" becomes "pass". 
 
e.  Side-Channel Tracks 
 
When a new proposal is submitted, notifications go out to all members who have expressed a 
wish to receive it.  (Members can set up “proposal magnets” that will determine which sorts of 
notifications they will receive and which they will not.)  It will be a simple matter to set up side-
channels that enable informal correspondence and/or contact among interested parties 
regarding the new proposal.  Within interested communities, notifications of relevant new 
proposals may be “breaking news” events.  Most of the "bridging" sort of work and debating and 
such will probably occur within those interested communities through those informal channels. 
 
f. Proposing Team Track 
 
In the case where a proposal is submitted, and objections to it are then submitted in response, 
and the objections successfully pass (which fails the original proposal), the most effective and 
efficient way to come up with a new proposal that will not trigger those objections will often be 
for the proposer and objectors to form themselves into a team, which will then come up with that 
new proposal.  Forming that team will put all the right people in the same room together, and 
assures that the new proposal will be acceptable to both the original proposer and the objectors. 
 
And also, after all of the informal debate and collaboration within the team have reached 
conclusion, that conclusion will need to be successfully proposed to Blinap in order to become 
effective.  (There are no smoke-filled rooms in the Blinap system whose occupants are 
empowered to directly make public matter decisions privately, behind closed doors.) 
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3. Where Do Proposal Filters Come From? 
 
The purpose of the "anybody can object" track is to enable anyone to object to a proposal that 
the person thinks should have been failed on the appraise track.  Thus, whenever a one-off 
objection to a particular proposal succeeds, someone should sit down and do the work of 
formulating a proposal filter that “generalizes” the one-off objection.  If the proposal-of-filter 
succeeds (and if the filter is well-constructed), no one will ever need to make that particular sort 
of one-off objection again.  Over time, as more and more successful objections are turned into 
successfully proposed proposal filters, there will be progressively less need for anyone to 
propose objections:  the appraise track will get it right the first time. 
 
The work of initializing Blinap will primarily consist of formulating (through an intersubjective, 
dialogical process) the foundational proposal filters that will operationally define what is not 
acceptable to the community that performs the initialization, across all proposal types (as 
defined by proposal profiles). 
 
No attempt will be made here to downplay the difficulty of initializing the Blinap system.  The 
project will be a huge undertaking, and will need to start with the basics:  
 

• Is the logic sound? 
• Are the terms defined? 
• Are the facts true? 
• Did the predictions come from known-good prediction models? 
• Are the value-prioritizations acceptable? 
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Main Challenges 
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V. Concluding Remarks 
 
In many respect, we have been on a journey to address power concentration and acknowledge 
the dignity of all people.  Jefferson might have meant something very different in his use of the 
concept of equality in the Declaration of Independence.53  This remains an unfulfilled aspiration.  
At times we have tried to step back from the implication of this phrase by embracing a very 
narrow concept of equality.  At other times we have been more robust.  What we have tried to 
do in this article is not only embrace a more robust understanding of equality, dignity and 
belonging, we have also suggested a process that might support this.  We have also tried to 
show that some of the confusion around both the concept and practice of equality and equity 
can be advanced by targeted universalism. Finally we proposed a radical model of decision 
making that take the issue of power and beyond representative voting.  We are aware that we 
may have raised an many questions as we tried to answer.  And we invite those and other 
questions as we grabble with our American dilemma with a focus on racial justice and society 
where all people belong. 
 

 
53 It has been argued that Jefferson was not referring to individual equality but the group of colonialists.  But the 
understanding that it came to mean was all people are equal.   


